
Jim ‘Action’ Atkins has, in the past, done the sound 
recording for many AYO National Music Camps by 
himself. ‘That was too hard’, he laughs. Killing two 
birds with one stone, he founded the Sound Production 
program two years ago so that students could help him 
out – and learn the art of orchestral recording. Jim 
teaches the participants to ‘think how I think technically’. 

The sound production students enjoy the same level 
of intensity as those in the orchestral program. Jim 
explains: ‘In two weeks we do things you might cover 
in a year of an audio course’. There are few such 
courses in Australia that even offer students orchestral 
recording, let alone give them the rare chance to learn 
from someone so universally respected. 

The two apprentices this year are Antonia Zappia and 
Myles Wrigley. Both have previous experience in sound 
production, but like all here at AYO National Music Camp 
they have leaped to the next level of expertise over one 
hectic fortnight. They completely set up the recording 
control room in the first few days of Camp, before 
‘building confidence’, in Jim’s words, and focusing on 
the art of recording an orchestra. This culminated on 
Friday and Saturday of week one, when producers and 
engineers from ABC Classic FM came in to record the 
main orchestral concerts for broadcast.

The plan for the second week of Camp was to get more 
experience by recording all chamber, percussion, brass 
and composition concerts. By the end Myles and Antonia 

will be equipped to record the final orchestral concert – 
by themselves – for direct broadcast onto ABC Classic 
FM. (Antonia and Myles didn’t know this until, in our 
interview, Jim mentioned it to me. They turned white.)

As well as the emphasis on the practicalities of 
recording this style of music, the participants also 
complete a theoretical course. This includes everything 
from researching audio physics to watching Sound City, 
a film tracking the life of a Los Angeles recording studio.

Myles, already keen on a career in the recording 
industry, reckons that ‘my mind changes about which 
area I want to go into every five minutes.’ At the 
moment, however, Jim has succeeded into talking 
him out of owning his own studio, and into orchestral 
recording.

Similarly, Antonia, who has worked for the radio station 
4MBS, is passionate about the orchestra’s amazing 
sound. She is really keen to ‘keep taking opportunities’ 
and see where it leads her. 

Under Jim’s expert guidance these two participants 
have done an awesome job and should be applauded 
on their huge achievements, not just working with 
ABC Classic FM but also recording the many smaller 
concerts along the way. Thanks to some long hours 
and a few vats of coffee, even if they couldn’t get to 
Canberra our families and friends could still hear the 
fantastic work being done at AYO National Music Camp.
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